
земля продается в Calabardina, Murcia

Are you dreaming of building your house according to your own wishes and ideas near the beach? Then this is your
plot in Calabardina. Just 500 meters from the beach. It has a size of 400 square meters. It is possible to build up to 3
floors, max 33% of the plot. We can help you organise all, architects, designers and builders. Grupo Platinum Estates
team can help with every detail and help you realise your dreams. Call us now for a viewing 950466112.

Calabardina on the edge of Aguilas, is a beautiful village with a lovely stretch of beach that is very suitable for young
children. The promenade is lined with palm trees, bars, and restaurants. Supermarket, hairdressers, bread shop and
local facilities like a medical center on hand. It is an area with really simple access to many areas and good local
transport, making it a popular choice for a relaxing holiday or home and yet not far from larger towns with more
facilities when you need them. Located on the borders of Murcia and Andalucia, the área is well known for its great
diving sites, in Calabardina there is a local harbor and various dive clubs that go out to explore the bays, where marine
life can be seen up close. There is the main beach together with plenty of smaller coves to explore. There are various
walking trails in the área for the balmy autumn days. With the beautiful Mediterranean climate, Calabardina is a small
slice of Paradise. The nearest big town is Aguilas just an 8 min drive, where you find everything you need 365 days of
the year, more shops, medical centers, cinema, all with a lovely cosmopolitan feel. Including wonder Golf courses.
Airports: Corvera (Murcia) 40 min drive (55 Km), Alicante 1.5hour drive (155 Km), Almeria 1,2 hours drive (120 Km).

  0 спальни   0 ванные комнаты   400m² Размер участка

125.000€

 Недвижимость продается Grupo Platinum Estates Sl
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